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Troubadour Rob Lynch reflects on 10 years as a solo artist as 

he releases his second album Baby, I’m A Runaway

Words: Sean ReID Image provIded by: MajoR
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F
rom his beginnings as Lost on 

campus to his well-appreciated 

debut full-length, All These Nights 

In Bars Will Somehow Save My Soul, 

under his own name, Rob Lynch has been on 

an intriguing journey for the past 10 years. 

Having spent a majority of that time as a solo 

artist, his second album, Baby, I’m A Runaway, 

sees him turning a page and embracing the 

full-band sound that he has been developing 

on the road for the best part of two years.

“it’s a more cohesive effort. We rehearsed 

and wrote the songs together as a four-piece. 

We’ve kind of moved away from the acoustic 

folk-pop scene i was pushed into. this is much 

more a pop-rock record with an acoustic guitar 

at the helm,” says Lynch when we caught up 

with him at the slam Dunk festival in Leeds. 

the album sees Lynch work closely with his 

touring band: guitarist Jonny Ward, bassist 

tom aylott, drummer charlie thomas, as well 

as reuniting with producer sam Duckworth. 

nevertheless, the songs on offer retain a 

deeply personal, introspective touch despite 

the stylistically buoyant approach.

“i like honesty in the music i listen to, not just 

throwaway statements or lines. We tried to go 

down a line of writing songs that sound upbeat, 

even if the subject matter isn’t overly upbeat” 

says Lynch. “it comes from a very different 

place than the first record. that was seven years 

of songwriting, this has been a year and a half, 

so my head has been in a different space.”
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“It’s a more 
cohesive effort 

– Baby, I’m 
A Runaway 
is a pop-rock 

record with an 
acoustic guitar 

at the helm”

and germany numerous times, to venturing 

stateside for the mammoth punk rock 

summer camp known as the Vans Warped 

tour, Lynch has built up the road miles all the 

while accompanied by his trusty takamine 

tF250smcsB.

“i’ve used it for the past four years. i should 

treat her better. she’s got a big jumbo body and 

i get to take her on trains and planes and in 

vans and cars, but she can look after herself. 

she’s just sturdy. it’s quite big, which is great 

for me, as i’m not a small person. it’s really 

heavy as well, but for the way that i tour, 

which is however i need to get somewhere, it’s 

durable and resistant. it’s got a really rich body 

in its sound, which for bigger venues really fills 

the room. it hasn’t got a dainty sound. it’s got a 

really decent low end to it,” says Lynch on the 

now discontinued model.

although Baby, I’m A Runaway will just 

have been released as you read this, and 

Lynch undoubtedly has more time on the 

road lined up, Lynch is prepping for LP3: 

“i’m already writing for the next thing now. 

i always want to stay busy. i always want to 

stay one step ahead of the game.” n

Baby, I’m A Runaway is out now on Xtra  

Mile Recordings.

same routine. But if you can push yourself 

to just change a little bit each time, you soon 

realise that you’re building up an arsenal 

of different strumming patterns or picking 

techniques,” he says. “You’ve always got to try 

and improve because you’re never going to be 

as good as you can be.”

From his early Lost on campus outings 

to reverting to his own name, Lynch hasn’t 

shied away from life on the road. From 

travelling up and down the united Kingdom 

that lyrical honesty has been a mainstay 

throughout Lynch’s career, something he 

has in common with many of his key lyrical 

influences, including elliot smith, sufjan 

stevens, chris carrabba and, more recently, 

Jason isbell. musically, however, Baby, I’m A 

Runaway sees Lynch revisit his teenage years 

for inspiration, citing semisonic, third eye 

Blind and Hanson as influences. 

“What we’re going for is that poppy, catchy 

sound, but one that sounds like a band as well. 

Hopefully, we can take a leaf out of those 

bands’ books and have the same type of career.”

Lynch didn’t pick up a guitar until his 18th 

birthday, and although his parents questioned 

his decision, he showed determination. “i got 

a cheap guitar from my parents. We went 

to the music shop on my birthday, and they 

questioned if i really wanted it. i said to them 

i would teach myself, learn how to sing and 

write songs. i got it and then i really got into 

playing. i’m all self-taught and haven’t looked 

back since. 12 years on and i’m still doing it, so 

it must have worked out oK.”

Lynch, like most guitarists, is always 

looking to improve, yet admits to slipping back 

into old habits. “Whenever i’m writing i think, 

‘i’m going to try something different’, but you 

somehow find yourself falling back into the 
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